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General Assembly - November 3, 2022 

 
 
Present: 

 

WF Committee: Asunción Alvarez Rio (president), Jean-Jacques Bise (treasurer), Anne 

Bunning (secretary), Masahiro Nomoto;    

Absent (illness): Sten Niklasson 

WF Staff: Laura de Vito (webmaster), Rob Jonquiere (Executive Director). 

 

Voting Delegates from 26 out of 58 member  Societies: JSDD (Japan), South Korean Society, 

ADMD Belgium, Ret til at Do (Denmark), Le Choix (France), Lifsvirding (Iceland), End of Life 

Ireland, Associazone Luca Coscione (Italy), NVVE (Netherlands), Foreningen RTvD 

(Norway), Dignitas (Switzerland), EXIT Suisse Romande (Switzerland), EXIT Deutsche 

Schweiz (Switzerland), Lifecircle (Switzerland),FATE (UK), MDMD (UK), DWD Canada, RtD 

Canada, Final Exit Network (USA), Hemlock San Diego (USA), The Completed Life Initiative 

(USA), Choice and Dignity Arizona (USA), DWD Victoria (Australia), VAD South Australia, 

EoL Choices (New Zealand), AAVIVRE (France). 

By Proxy 12 member societies: OEGHL (Austria), Dignitas (Deutschland), DGHS 

(Germany), MWMW (Luxembourg), De Einder (Netherlands), AQDMD (Canada), 

Christians for VAD (Australia), DWD NSW (Australia), DWD ACT (Australia), NT VES 

(Australia), DWD WA (Australia), DWD Queensland (Australia) 

 

Non-voting participants 24 

 

 
 

1. Welcome 

After some housekeeping remarks by the Executive Director, President Asunción Alvarez 

opens this General Assembly with words of welcome to all, but specially to the delegates of 

the WF Member Societies: 
 

Good morning to all 

Many of us already saw each other yesterday celebrating of the Right to die day. To those who were not, I 

give you the warmest welcome. 

Thank you all for being here, because although it is a very enjoyable occasion, we know that it represents a 

great effort and some who would have liked to come could not do so. 
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That is why I appreciate more that we are here to carry out, now in person, our General Assembly. With all 

the achievement that it was to organize the online GA in 2021, since it was necessary and it was very fruitful, 

it is better to do it face to face, after 4 years since the last time we did in this way when we met in South 

Africa, those of us who could attend the Conference in 2018. 

 

Yesterday I mentioned some of the achievements of this year, such as the fact that in Australia Voluntary 

assisted dying is now allowed almost everywhere in the country. That in many places (countries or states of 

countries) there have been important debates seeking the legalization of Medical assistance in dying or the 

expansion of legal criteria. The list would be too long to name them and perhaps there will be an opportunity 

for you yourselves to share your experience in this regard later. Some of these debates have materialized in 

changes that are already applied. In Italy two people were officially allowed to get help to die, in Colombia, 

MAID was performed for the first time on two patients who did not have a terminal illness. In different 

countries, according to the laws that have been achieved, helping to die has been successfully, thus ensuring 

that many people see guaranteed their last freedom. 

But without a doubt, much more needs to be done so that more and more people in different countries have 

legal access to aid in dying and that it is open, safe and without risking anyone facing justice. 

The WF seeks to join efforts, exchange experiences that have served to overcome obstacles that ultimately 

come down to the same in different places, even though there are certain characteristics by region. There are 

3 new societies as interim members and one more that asks to rejoin and this is always good news, because 

it means being more helping each other and promoting the cause that unites us. 

To advance in our effort and be united in the same cause, it has been important to recognize that the use of 

terms matters and that we must reach agreements in this regard. The webinar that the staff organized this 

year was an important step and  today and during the conference we will continue with the reflection and 

discussion of the subject. 

We have an important and a very productive day ahead. Before moving on to it, I would like to thank Rob 

Jonquière, our Executive Director, for his invaluable work, attending to all matters daily to keep our 

federation. Right now, we have carefully prepared by him the agenda that we are going to follow. Thanks also 

to Laura de Vito and Jane Barret, from our staff, for all their work. A very special thanks to the members of 

the committee with whom it has been a pleasure to work. We have met more often than usual because of all 

that had to be discussed and prepared this year leading up to this conference. Thanks to Jean-Jacques Bise, 

Masahiro Nomoto, Anne Bunning and Sten Niklasson, who unfortunately cannot be here with us today for 

health reasons. 

Finally, thanks to Dying with Dignity Canada for the incredible organization for this congress. 

 

She also reads a message from the Board of RtD-Europe:  
 

Right to Die Europe is represented here by our Director Fleming Schollaart. 

Most regrettably, both our President Aycke Smook and our Treasurer Hugh Wynne are unable to attend your 

conference, which is the first time since 1984 that neither has been present. 

We apologize most profoundly for this, & we commit our continuing goodwill & energy to the Right to Die 

movement everywhere. 

These conferences enliven the minds of all present, & informal discussions stimulate thinking & a spread of 

good ideas. 

We wish you all good times together this week, trouble free, after a very difficult period since your last 

conference in Cape Town. 

 

2. Minutes GA 2021 

The minutes are approved without further questions or comments 

 

3. New Societies 

Since the GA in 2021 four (4) Societies have been accepted as interim member by the 
Committee;  representatives – if attending – present their Society: 
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• Ret til at Do is represented by Fleming Schollaert. The Society has been WF member 

before and been struggling during the past 20 years to survive; appears now to have 

become more alive. They feel that WF membership may contribute to further 

development of the organization 

• South Korean Right to Die Society Da Hye Choi introduces her Society. From the 

start more academic interest in the topic resulted in the start of the Society. They 

hope to expand their activities and contribute to spread of  the topic in Asia, and 

look forward to cooperate with WFRtDS members. 

• De Vreedige Pil (NL) is not present. The organisation considers itself being 

independent from EXIT International and promotes information on assisted dying 

with mainly Swiss organisations, such as the EXIT’s, Lifecircle, Basle and Pegasos. 

• AAVIVRE is introduced by Pascal Landa. Originally AAVIVRE attributed their work to 

the (then) new French Society Le Choix. But since his ideas about the best way to 

reach progress and success in the French legalisation process were not fully implied, 

and because he wants to  participate in the special presidential Committee to present 

legislation,  he decided to revive AAVIVRE. 

None of the attending delegates had any questions or anything to remark, and thus all  4 

Societies were accepted as full WF Members, with congratulations. 

 

4. Reports  

a. Treasurer Jean-Jacques Bise mentions that membership fees are mostly and should be  

paid via the bank account, not by using the donation button on the website. There is a 

printing error in the document : where it says on page 12 “US$  900”, it should be “US$ 

9.000”. Edmund Tyriakian (North Carolina)  asks for explanation of the different 

columns (CGF, EURO, US$ and in particular the fourth in US$). The answer Is that the 

renowned Swiss bank used offers WF an account with the possibilities to pay and be 

paid in three different currencies, whereas the fourth column is to reproduce  a total 

asset of the WF in US$ - in which the transfer from CHF and EURO – is of course done 

on one certain day (July, 1) and thus is an estimated guess.  

 

Jacqueline Herremans (auditor) reads her report: 
I have been asked to review the accounts of the World Federation of Right to Die Societies from 1st July 

2021 until 31st August 2022. 

 

Due to the agreed procedure in 2018 of Receipts and Payments Account System and due to the fact 

that Jacques Bise, treasurer, have me provided all bank records and invoices to allow me to check 

receipts and payments.  my task was quite easy. As before, Jean-Jacques has answered to all my 

questions regarding peculiar items.  The presentation of the accounts in different currencies: euros, 

American dollars and Swiss francs allows also to have a right perception of the financial situation of 

WFRtDS. 

 

It was not in my mission to make comments regarding fees paid by societies: as for the treasurer, we 

have to trust our member’s societies. 

 

To conclude, in my opinion, the presentation of the accounts on a basis of receipts and payments gives 

fair view of the financial situation of WFRtDS. 

 

The treasurer report is approved by the GA, with applause. 
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b. Executive Director Rob Jonquiere adds to his written report that he receives a lot of 

corro indicating the value of our work : 1) requests from people who ask to establish a 

RTD Society (which is not the task of the WFRtDS) in countries, such as just a week 

ago from Russia and Georgia and 2) requests from individuals with only one cry :  “I 

want to die, please help me.” In reaction to those last type of requests, Rob had a 

standard answer developed. He also wants to ask attention for the fact that  the 

WFRtDS is waiting for the approval of the NGO application (reaction expected by end 

of 2022). He also wanted to make use of this opportunity to mention here – with thanks 

for the cooperation - the two Staff members of WF: Jane Barrett (unfortunately not 

attending because of her regular job) is commended for her work in the World of 

Champions map, together with many member societies in general and the Working 

Group Media in particular. She receives a big applause. Laura de Vito as webmaster 

demonstrates live the new website (www.wfrtds.org), showing the audience  the many 

possibilities of it; emphasizing that practically all information on WF and its members can 

be found on the site. A big applause is her share. 

 

5. WFRtDS Committee 2022-2024 

Asunción starts this item, by explaining the reason why most of the current Committee 

members will stay on for the next period: Jean-Jacques Bise, Anne Bunning, Sten Niklasson 

and herself have agreed to continue their positions in the Committee for the next two years. 

Masahiro Nomoto explains that due to changes in his position in the board of his Society 

JSDD he has to step down. Asunción thanks him for his contribution in the past years. 

3 Nominations have been received to fill the vacancy in the Committee.  

• Dr. Y. Kitamura (JSDD, Japan)  

He used to be a microbiologist and then changed into being physician. Most of his 

patients are over 80 years old. He is now president of JSDD, which was founded in 1976 

and is one of the founding members of the WFRtDS. In April 2021  JSDD was rewarded 

as Public Benefit organization instead of being a private organization.   

• Mrs. Nathalie Andrews (Le Choix, France) – presented by Annie Wallet 

Nathalie is a strong militant for the right to dying in dignity. She did work in hospital, 

lived in Belgium too. Very active as director of Le Choix.   

• Dr. Jürgen Dankworth (Right to Die Canada) 

He became interested in the topic when working at university (in social work) in 2008. 

One of the founding members of the Farewell Foundation of Right to Die. It would be a 

privilege to be part of the movement.  

 

After the Coffee break, the votes of the delegates were counted and the result declared: 

37 votes were cast, with a large majority (30 out 37) for Yoshihiro Kitamura. His election 

was welcomed by Asunción and with a round of applause from the participants.  

 

6.  Budget 2022 – 2024  

Jean-Jacques Bise explains the Budget. Comparison with the former (2020-2021) budget is 

complicated, since that was a one-year and now is a 2 year budget. Extra budget is provided 

for projects and 2 World Right to Die Day’s. There being no more questions the budget was 

approved.  

The Membership Fee’s will not be adapted for this period. Attention is asked from all 

societies to pay the required fee and I time. 
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7. Motions 

No motions were brought forward 

  

8.  WF Terminology 
Rob Jonquiere: When preparing his speech for a group of Belgian doctors two weeks 

ago, he realized that nowadays in the end-of-life discussions more countries then only 

the Netherlands and Belgium function as role model for other countries. This has 

resulted in a    change in terminology used: beginning 2000 – because of the “lead role” 

of the Dutch and Belgian legislation – generally speaking  “euthanasia” and “(assisted) 

suicide” were used as common. Later through the many changes in legislations 

throughout the world (Canada → MAID; Australia → Voluntary Assisted Dying) 

discussions about the proper wordings and terminology became abundant. Some 

members have severe objections against for instance  the word suicide, since that is 

used by opponents of legislation.  

As a start of the discussion WFRTDS organized a webinar on this topic, in order to 

search for terminology  that could be used in all countries and jurisdictions. In the end 

of this webinar it was suggested to use Assisted Dying, as an overarching term 

(umbrella) to cover for all sorts of terms used in different countries and context. Not 

aid in dying because that would be too broad. Not MAiD because that is too specific. 

Whatever we would accept  , we must  always respect terminology that is used in 

specific countries.  

Erika Preisig (Lifecircle, Switzerland): there is a problem with the use of euthanasia as 

in Switzerland euthanasia is forbidden. Rob Jonquiere emphasizes answers that the 

umbrella-word Assisted Dying is only used by the WFRtDS and by countries when 

speaking of assisted dying in general. Every country can and should use the words that 

suits that country the best.   

Trevor Moore (My Death My Decision, UK): in MDMD we are trying to get rid of the 

word ‘committing’ suicide. Would be good if the WFRtDS would help by not using this 

word. Rob reacts that this is ok.  

Jacqueline Herremans (ADMD Belgium): opponents always be opponents. It is more 

important to choose a word that suits us. Euthanasia is a beautiful word, and very 

precise. She thinks that we are going a step backwards, if we change our language. Rob: 

I understand what you say from my point of view (Netherlands), but as WFRtDS we will 

have to take into account the mixed feelings about certain terminology in our member 

countries. 

Pascal Landa (AAVIVRE, France): warns about the differences and distinctions in 

medical aid in dying and non-medical aid in dying.  

Silvan Luley (Dignitas, Switzerland): every word used must always be defined. Whatever 

word we choose, we have to explain what it means. That is the only solution.  

Sarah Kiskadden-Bechtel (The Completed Life Initiative, USA): also suggest to use 

completing life, at least that is the term The Completed Life Initiative has chosen. Júrgen 

Dankwort (Right to Die Canada) appreciates the initiative to create an inclusive term. 

To end the discussion, Rob Jonquiere agrees with Silvan Luley: every time we speak 

about the topic, we will have to explain what we term we use and how that is defined. 

We as  WFRtDS have no specific goal or ambition, therefore we have to use a word that 

is inclusive as  already said. And therefore WF will use Assisted Dying as umbrella 

implying all sorts of terms used to describe our topic, and without any additional words, 

respecting terms used in different member countries and jurisdictions. 

 

9.  WF 2.0 

Last Assembly (see the minutes of that meeting) the ambition to further develop WFRtDS 
into becoming  a WF 2.0 was extensively discussed Such ambition would more input and 

initiative from the members, and less from the staff: WFRtDS is from the members and not 
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from the staff. This would imply a change in energy: instead of the energy coming from the 

staff, it should come from the members. That discussion resulted in three questions asked to 

the membership (Where do we go as WFRtDS?  

Are the Members supportive of a Federation that is expecting active input and participation 

from their Members? If the Members want to proceed are they prepared to potentially 

contribute financially to such expansion?) On these questions, mentioned explicitly in the 

documents for the GA 2021 and in the minutes of that meeting,  WFRtDS  received only 

one suggestion, a reason why Committee decided to postpone for the time being further 

executions of such developments, thus to lower the ambitions and discard for the time being 

the idea of a WF 2.0.   

Trevor Moore (MDMD, UK): like many other Societies,  we don’t have time to actively 

contribute to such developments, however important they are.  

Laura De Vito (WF staff): reminds the participants of the existing Working Groups (WG) 

(Legal, Media and Advocacy) that can be revived more easily. Rob Jonquiere agrees and 

points out the wonderful work of the Media WG in the realization of the World Map of 

Champions. Also a request is currently for advice in the hands of the Legal WG.  

Faye Girsh (Hemlock SD, USA): I am very appreciative to the staff, keep on doing your 

work! 

 

10.  WF Biennial Conferences 

Societies that have showed interest in hosting the  2024 Conference thus far were: 

Scotland, (FATE). It had later to be decide to skip Edinburgh for political reasons. 

Belgium, (RWS): They are not present but they are still very keen on organizing the 

conference in Antwerp.   

Ireland (End of Life Ireland), Janie Lazar and Jack Owens (Failte Ireland) presented the case 

to have the 2024 WF Conference in Dublin, Ireland. 

We live in a very catholic country. The popular vote counts. We are a voluntarily lead 
organization. It might be good for us if we organize this conference. Referral to Mary 

Fleming who lost her case. However the court made a judgment. We are a step further. 

Ireland is already working 4 years on a bill. We are very close with our sister organizations 

on Ireland.  

Pascal Landa (AAVIVRE, France) suggests to think of the costs for a conference (cheaper 

accommodation? Cheaper venues?), especially for small member societies.  It would be good 

if the stay for the next conference  

Anne ……  (Foreningen RTVD Norway): I think it would be good if we have the conference 

in a country that doesn’t have a law yet. 

Rob Jonquiere thanks the presenters and reminds the GA, that – according to article 13 of 

the Statutes – in the end it is the Committee that decides on where and when the next 

Conference will be held. The Committee will make the decision as soon as possible, 

especially since future hosts emphasize the time they need for preparations, and 2024 is  

“only” 2  years away. 

 

11.  Appointment of an auditor 

Jacqueline Herremans has accepted the task to auditor the WF accounts again. 

12. Any other business 

Faye Girsh (Hemlock SD, USA) asks WFRtDS to (re)consider application for a 501(c)3 non-

profit (tax-deductible) organization. 

13. Close 
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With this the formal part of the GA 2022 is closed. After lunch the second half will be used 

for presentations given by members for members. Of course everyone is welcome to listen 

in and contribute in any discussion. 

Asunción thanks all participants for the active and positive input given to the WFRtDS. 

14. Presentations 

Member societies are given possibility to give a presentation on issues of interest to 

colleagues WF members: share advocacy plans and issues, find common solutions every society 

will meet when struggling for law change, bring forward ideas and suggestions to enlarge 

successes, report on whatever activities your society undertook in the scope of its efforts to 

increase public support, etc. 

 

• Collaboration & Research Imperatives for our Right-to-Die Movement 

Dr Jürgen Dankwort – RtD Canada, Exit International Canada 
Summary: The trend around the world in the right-to-die movement is increasingly focusing on medical 

assistance in dying (MAiD). Important changes have occurred in numerous countries and jurisdictions with 

successful challenges on the absolute prohibition of assistance in dying. Where legislation has begun to allow 

such assistance in a variety of forms, albeit still with many restrictions, it is arguably the case that generally as 

many -if not more- people seeking such a remedy are still denied this right to have a peaceful, reliable, and 

painless end. Compounding access challenges are the emerging political and theological challenges to such 

legislated dying regimes. 

This presentation first briefly references our historical, underlying ethical basis for an assisted, informed death 

including self-deliverance. This leads to a question if a legislated medically assisted dying model is the only and 

preferred one we want to pursue. 

What are the implications for societies in the right-to-die movement with persons unable or unwilling to seek 

the services of MAiD? What happens to those who either don’t qualify for MAiD, find existing criteria 

unacceptable, and those who choose not to go the medical route? How do different right-to-die regimes 

respond to such needs?  How can a collaborative and strategic approach that includes all options to access 

our human right to end our own lives strategically benefit all right-to-die organizations, regardless of 

differences in their respective tasks, directions, and responsible agendas, each mutually reinforcing the work 

of the other? 

The talk concludes with a look at what a different assisted dying regime might offer us, and what we 

proposed in 2015 when the Canadian Supreme Court deliberated the Carter vs Canada case. A contrast of 

two varying regimes is examined from a recent study of the Belgium and Swiss models offered as 

consideration for advancing assisted dying around the world.  

 

• Iceland, Lífsvirðing, félag um dánaraðstoð, Ingrid Kuhlman 
Report on the progress in Iceland since the establishment of Lífsvirðing in 2017: on surveying doctors and 

nurses, considering issues related to palliative care and assisted dying. See the slides presented. 

 

• France, Le Choix, Annie Wallet 
Report on the progress in France and the role of Le Choix. See the slides 

 

• Belgium, ADMD B , Jacqueline Herremans 
Recounts the new decisions from the European Court of Hunan Rights in Strasbourg:  Judgment 4.10.2022 

European Court of Human Rights ( Mortier v. Belgium ). An  important decision in terms of principles. Indeed, 

the Court validated the Belgian law on euthanasia and the case submitted. On the other hand, the Court 

criticized the Evaluation and Control Commission for its apparent lack of independence. The solution already 

proposed by the Commission: the lifting of anonymity for the declaration to be filled in by doctors. It is up to 

the legislator to reform the law in this aspect.  re a Belgian case. It implies difficult issues like having to 

change the law. 

file:///C:/Users/Rob/Pictures/WFRtDS_Iceland.pdf
file:///C:/Pictures/LE%20CHOIX%20-Toronto_WFRtd.pptx
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• Italy, Associazone Luca Coscione, Joop Agterberg 
Presented his association, emphasizing that their activities are not limited to voluntary end-of-life legislation 

but also to other issues such as the right to abortion,  pointing out the difficult situation caused by 

conscientious objectors,  the rights of the disabled, artificial insemination and the right to science without 

unnecessary and harmful obstacles and the personal use of cannabis. Described the "Referendum and 

Democracy" initiative to obtain the possibility of using the digital collection for the signatures necessary for the 

presentation of an electoral lists and subsequently for the voting of the Parliament and other institutions of 

which elections are foreseen. 

 

• New Zealand, End of Life New Zealand, Gary Payinda 
After introducing himself (an emergency doctor) Gary presents the NZ Case: now with a bill, but still with 

many starting issues to be addressed 

 

 

CLOSE 

Asuncion thanks everybody for their wonderful contributions and closes the GA, inviting 

everyone to the welcome reception offered by the host (opening of the conference) at 17u. 

 

NB! European Member Societies are reminded of the meeting with Fleming Schollaert 

(representing the RtD-Europe board) here, immediately following the GA.   

 
 

LIST of DECISIONS  

 

• The minutes of the 2018 GA Meeting are approved. 

• 4 RTD societies are granted full membership: 

o Denmark Ret til at dø 

o South Korea Association of Right to Die (KARD) 

o AAVIVRE France 

o De Vreedige Pil Netherlands 

• Treasurer Report 2021-2022 is approved with the endorsement of the Auditor. 

• Executive Director Report 2021-2022 is approved; with extra applause for Staff activities. 

• Dr Yoshihiro (JSDD Japan) is elected as new  member of the Committee. 

• The budget 2022-2024 is approved. 

• Membership Fees 2022-2024 are not raised. 

• Assisted Dying is chosen as umbrella-term implying all sorts of terms used to describe 

our topic, and without any additional words, respecting terms used in different member 

countries and jurisdictions. 

• WFRtDS to postpone for the time being further executions, lowering the ambitions and 

discard for the time being the idea of a WF 2.0.   

• Jacqueline Herremans is reappointed as auditor. 

• WFRtDS will (re)consider application for a 501(c)3 non-profit (tax-deductible) 

organization status. 

 

 


